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Why are you participating in this group?

• Interested in improving our soft-skills delivery and 

capstone journey in the practicum courses over five 

semesters.

• Desire to be more purposeful in assignments.

• Desire to improve effectiveness of the delivery of 

material.

• Desire to improve flow/continuity of topics from one 

semester to another.



Goals/Objectives:
• Help others understand your “capstone story” using 

effective data visualization, formulate effective 

verbal/written communication, and demonstrate a 

confident presence.

• Your audience is your peers and Dr. Edward Jones 

as your capstone leader.



Part A:  Present one MS PowerPoint slide
In as few words as possible (10 words max) submit a data visualization slide that 
summarizes your proposed capstone project and the “So what?”, “Now what?” of it. 

Think Infographic, Presentation Zen, Pecha Kucha style.  Visual storytelling at a 
glance.  Since you have only ONE slide you may need a couple of images to effectively 
get your message across.

You will have one minute in your project coach meeting to present your slide and 
convey the essence of your proposed capstone project.    

This could be your title page in your final slide deck.

It is your responsibility to sanitize as necessary to share with our class and to 
avoid any conflicts of interest. 

https://www.slideshare.net/garr/sample-slides-by-garr-reynolds/5-beforeafter
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zAZ_8UJUpno


Typically include 

goal/objective, but audience 

is NEW.

Provided hyperlinks to 

visuals/info of what I was looking

for since I had no previous 

examples.

Self reflection component is NEW 

for this group.  

New:  reference to Strategic 

Learning Frameworks



HOW WILL WE KNOW IF OUR 

ASSIGNMENTS/LEARNING 

EXPERIENCES “WORKED”?



A FEEDBACK 

(NOT GRADE)

RUBRIC





Mastery scale:  Emerging, Partial mastery, Mastered

Each student received written, individual feedback.



THE BAD AND THE BETTER



Predicting concrete-pipe revenue to determine the best 

US investment location

60% Current revenue

Central region

Revenue

Number of plant

Tons

Number of plant

ASP (Revenue per Ton)

Qtrly_Population_msa

Too small to read=0 

value

Too 

small

Keywords missing in 

imagery-Revenue and 

US location

10 words?  Data 

labels=words



This one gets it!  

Less than 10 words-let images do 

the work!

Clear business question (Revenue 

prediction)

Slide is not too busy



AND A “PART B” SELF 

ASSESSMENT



Part B: Was your visualization effective?  Submit brief responses to 
the following questions:

Did your audience understand your capstone project, including the “so 
what”, “now what”?  And how do you know?

Would you call your data visualization slide effective?  If not, why not?

What was your audience’s general and immediate response?



Some response highlights:

Would you call your data visualization slide effective?  If not, why not?
It was too an extent but could have used a better picture aid to describe what I was 
trying to present.

What was your audience’s general and immediate response?
They suggested that I need to improve the quality of my graphs, but they like 
effectiveness of the visualization.  It clearly shows the cost increase over time and how 
the model/capstone can help in reversing the trend.

Did your audience understand your capstone project, including the “so what”, “now 
what”?  And how do you know?
I am sure that the audience understood because there were no questions. I know that 
there is an argument that says there were no questions because no-one understood 
my slide and commentary, but I don’t think this was the case.  (This was the previous 
not so good example shared on slide 10)



What did I learn? (This assignment)

• Timing is everything! Assigned just as midterms were 

happening. Due March 8-midterms were March 5 and a 

take home due around same time. About 53% submitted 

and only 8 were what I was seeking.

• Examples of Excellence are key to help understand what 

is expected.  First time for assignments will be tough, but 

should get better.  Maybe make up an example to show.

• Consider at least a participation grade for assignments.

• Confirmed we have not mastered data visualization skills.



What did I learn? (MTL)

• Learned Mays Core competencies and mindsets (focusing 

on Analytical and Systems Thinking).

• “Backward design” of designing courses. Desired results--

acceptable evidence--plan learning/experiences.

• Flipping the “authority” to the student instead of the 

professor to enhance learning.

• Cognitive apprenticeship-the idea of speaking aloud your 

decision making steps, solving methods to problems.



Next steps:

Try again!  

• Assign this assignment in 3rd semester after they learn Tableau.  

Maybe they can incorporate use of Tableau.

• Provide example of excellence.

• Grade for completion and provide rubric up front.

Long term-Backward design all assignments in Practicum/capstone 

using what I’ve learned here.



Beginnings of revamp:  OLD curriculum graphic

Does not look 

continuous.  Subject 

material matched in 

lack of fluidity from 

semester to 

semester.



Beginnings of revamp:  New curriculum graphic

Curriculum follows 

predictive model 

project life cycle

New subtitles in 

blue to emphasize 

soft-skill topic each 

semester.

New Infographic

representation


